Suntuitive® Launches the World’s First Single Pane Dynamic Glass
-

Latest innovative product offering provides a major marketplace need.

Jenison, MI, Nov.5, 2019 - Suntuitive® Dynamic Glass is pleased to announce the launch
of Suntuitive MonoLite, a new product that meets a very important need in many parts
of the world. This high-performance piece of dynamic glazing, possesses the benefits
Suntuitive® Dynamic Glass offers but in a single laminate, creating a unique solution that
only Suntuitive MonoLite can offer.

Powered by sunlight, Suntuitive MonoLite dynamically transitions from light to dark in
response to solar heat without any wires or controls and installs the same as traditional
glass, offering performance unlike any other single pane glass, while still fitting glazing
pockets as small as 6.3mm (¼”).
Suntuitive MonoLite is perfect for regions that do not require insulating glass or retrofit
projects that can’t utilize an IGU.

“Monolithic glazing is still prominent in many regions of the world and we have
been getting numerous requests to offer a Suntuitive dynamic glass product that
allows those locations to experience the incredible benefits of dynamic glass in the
glass make-up that is common in those areas,” said Tom Donovan, President of
Suntuitive Dynamic Glass.
In addition to regions that adhere to single pane glazing, historical buildings and older
construction usually only allow for single lite installation. With Suntuitive MonoLite those
applications can now also enjoy the advantages of the world’s most adopted dynamic
glass product, while using the existing window frames.
“We continually see studies that say natural light increases occupant comfort and
well-being. But in certain retrofit projects, along with certain regions of the world,
they were just not able to get dynamic glass products because these were only
offered as insulated glass units. Now with Suntuitive MonoLite we have answered
that challenge and we are thrilled to serve these markets immediately,” Donovan
added.
Suntuitive continues to be on the forefront of innovation and MonoLite is just the start of
an exciting run of advanced products that will benefit the marketplace.
“We love what we have in the product development pipeline and truly enjoy
developing new products for under-served markets,” Donovan concluded.
About Suntuitive
Suntuitive Dynamic Glass is the leading innovator in self-tinting dynamic glass with 500+
installations in more than 30 countries in all building segments like workspaces, retail,
residential, education, security and healthcare. It meets the various needs of the building
community including more natural light, occupant comfort, energy efficiency, safety and
sustainability. It offers a large variety of options to fit the needs of any project. Suntuitive
self-tinting glass is easy to install, doesn’t require wires, sensors, or controls, and starts
working right away.
Learn more at www.suntuitiveglass.com

